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I Heart Buttons – National Press Release

Title: Creating wedding button bouquets and buttonholes for Liam Payne's sister

Body:  Isle  of  Wight  based  I  Heart  Buttons  were  delighted  to  be  asked  to  make  the
buttonholes and button bouquet for Ruth Payne's wedding recently, sister of Liam Payne of
global chart-toppers One Direction.

Lesa, who runs I Heart Buttons, and lives in Ryde on the Isle of Wight, was approached by
Ruth who found her unique business through Twitter, and was so taken with Lesa's custom
buttonholes and button bouquets, that she wanted some for her own wedding to husband
Thomas Gibbins, which took place on the 11 th June at the elegant Somerford Hall mansion
in Staffordshire.

Not just the sister of her pop star and platinum-selling brother, Liam, who brought with him
X Factor judge Cheryl as his guest, Ruth is a star in her own right, with over 1 million
followers on Twitter, so Lesa was very excited to be honoured with the gig.

Ruth gave Lesa free reign with her creations, only requesting that the pieces used the
wedding's  blue  and  ivory  colour  scheme,  and  that  she  considered  the  daisies  and
butterflies incorporated in the wedding's theme. 'Her bridesmaids were having paper flower
bouquets, so I wanted to incorporate this element into the buttonholes, and added a paper
flower and button daisy to all buttonholes, as well as for the groom.' Said Lesa, who also
added  a  small  sparkly  butterfly  to  Thomas'  buttonhole  to  compliment  Ruth's  brooch
bouquet.

I Heart Buttons was founded by Lesa in 2011. Having discovered button bouquets online,
she  decided  to  have  a  go  for  herself,  and  has  since  been  receiving  regular  orders,
enjoying the smile she gets to put on brides' faces. With an order as prolific as this, the
exposure I Heart Buttons is getting is just growing and growing. 

Liam himself,  who  wrote  a  song  for  the  happy couple's  first  dance,  wore  one  of  the
buttonholes, and Lesa said her daughter was just so excited: 'She loved telling her school
friends.'  Ruth  was  so  pleased with  how Lesa's  creations turned  out,  which  had been
turning heads, and said of her bouquet:  'Everybody was commenting on it, most hadn't
seen one like it before!'

On where she sees I Heart Buttons going next, Lesa said she is currently working on a
'brother' website called I Heart Buttonholes, which will be aimed more towards the groom
and  the  wedding  party.  Who  knows  what  exciting  customers  she  could  be  making
bouquets and buttonholes for next.
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Note  to  Editors: For  more  information,  please  visit  my  website  at
www.iheartbuttons.co.uk.
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